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Abstract

The 2020 decennial census data resulted in an increase from one to two congressional
representatives in the state of Montana. The state underwent its redistricting process
in 2021 in time for the November 2022 congressional elections, carving the state into
two districts. This paper analyzes the redistricting process and compares the adopted
congressional map to the space of all other possible maps. In particular, we look at
the population deviation, compactness and political outcomes of these maps. We also
consider how well two popular sampling techniques, that sample from the space of
possible maps, approximate the true distributions of these measures.

1 Introduction to Redistricting in Montana

According to the US decennial census, between 2010 and 2020 Montana’s population grew
from 989,415 to 1,084,225, an increase of 94,810 people. This difference, along with overall
US demographics, was enough to push the number of US congressional districts in Mon-
tana from one to two. Montana’s five member Districting and Apportionment Commission
(henceforward referred to as DAC) was constitutionally tasked with drawing the new dis-
tricts. The DAC consists of one commissioner selected by the majority and minority leaders
of each house of the Legislature. The 5th commissioner is elected by the first four within
20 days or appointed by the Montana Supreme Court if consensus cannot be reached. On
November 12, 2021 the DAC submitted the adopted plan to the Secretary of State’s office.
A map of the two districts is given in Figure 1 along with a population density by county
map.

Before choosing the final map, the DAC asked for public input in fall of 2021, eventually
putting 12 maps forward for further consideration. The redistricting process invites several
questions. How many ways are there to divide the state of Montana into two congressional
districts? How many of these maps can “reasonably” be considered? How does the adopted
map compare to the maps in the set of all possible maps with respect to differences in
population, geographic compactness, political leanings? In this paper we will study these
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Figure 1: Montana’s two adopted congressional districts and population density by county.

questions using both enumeration techniques developed in [4] and sampling techniques
developed in [8], found in the R package redist, and using the python package Gerrychain
with the MCMC techniques developed in [2].

Though technically the DAC could create districts afresh using the 88,417 Montana
census blocks, they chose to create districts that nearly followed county boundaries. The
Congressional map submitted by the DAC splits only one of the 56 Montana counties;
Pondera (Pahn-dur-ay). At the last DAC meeting Pondera was split down the middle
to achieve maximum population equality, reversing a previously agreed upon amendment
where the split was along the Blackfeet Indian Reservation [10] and increasing criticism
that the Native American population is diluted by the map [7]. In our analysis we will use
the “57 county map” which consists of the 55 standard counties plus E Pondera and W
Pondera, so that the adopted map lies among the set of possible maps.

2 From one to two districts

How many ways are there to redistrict the state assuming that we split only along county
lines? There are 56 counties in Montana. If there are no constraints on how to form
the districts, then there are 255 = 36, 028, 797, 018, 963, 968 (about 36 quadrillion) ways
to partition the 56 counties into two districts, and twice as many if we allow the Pondera
split. However, as is natural and common, the DAC adopted a set of criteria based on
the Montana Constitution as well as state and federal laws to restrict the drawing of new
districts. These can be found on the DAC website. Mandatory criteria are set out by law,
while the discretionary criteria are traditional redistricting principles selected by the DAC
to provide further guidance on where to draw lines.

The first criteria that we consider here is about contiguity.

Redistricting Criteria 2.1 Each district shall be contiguous, meaning that a district
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must be in one piece. (Article 5, Section 14 of the Montana Constitution). Areas that
meet only at points of adjoining corners shall not be considered contiguous. Areas sep-
arated by natural geographical or artificial barriers that prevent transportation by vehicle
on a maintained road shall be avoided when not in conflict with the commission’s adopted
criteria and goals.

To mathematize this idea, the counties in Montana are turned into a graph; each node in
the graph represents a county and two nodes are connected by an edge if their respective
counties share a border. This is known as the ‘dual graph’ to the map. Public Law 94-
171 requires the Census Bureau provide states with geographic and census data to redraw
district lines. The Census Bureau provides geographic shape files from which the graph
can be computed. From the census generated shapefiles the package redist [6] in R plots
the MT counties with the adjacency graph as an overlay as in Figure 2a. This graph has
57 nodes and 141 edges. We will refer to this graph as MT 141 when needed.

A close look at the map in Figure 2a shows that there are counties which are connected
by a very short boundary. Though technically meeting the standard of contiguity, it is
unlikely that the DAC would have placed two counties connected by a very short border in
the same district only because of that border. If they were, the shape of the congressional
district would likely fail to be compact enough for consideration (we address compactness
in Section 4). For this reason we eliminate edges of the graph which correspond to small
shared borders. In particular, we eliminate edges that correspond to shared borders with
length < 38 km and comprise less than 10% of each county’s border. Note that this does not
prevent the counties with eliminated short borders from residing in the same congressional
district. It just means that they won’t be in the same district only because of that short
border. Table 6 in the Appendix contains the list of shared perimeter lengths in increasing
order with length < 50 km.

There are 19 edges with shared perimeter length < 38 km and < 10% of each county
border. Eliminating these leaves 122 edges in the graph which we call MT 122. The 57
county map with MT 122 overlaid is shown in Figure 2b.

When a district map is drawn along county lines it partitions the counties into two sub-
sets. To understand how the adopted map compares to all possible maps one would like to

Edges
Removed

Edges in
Graph

# Redist
Solutions

None
141 11,976,688,820

< 10% &
< 38 km 122 495,691,401

Table 1: Number of redistricting solutions

know all possible ways to partition the county
map into two subsets which abide by the con-
tiguous criteria (2.1). We call each allowable
partition a redistricting solution. In [4], Fi-
field, et al. give an algorithm for doing ex-
actly this; enumerating the partitions which
result in exactly two contiguous components
(more generally the algorithm will enumerate
partitions into n contiguous components for
any n > 1). Using the associated function
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(a) MT 141. The full MT graph has 141 edges. (b) MT 122. Reduced MT Map with edges elimi-
nated if shared perimeter is < 38km and < 10% of
each county. 122 edges.

Figure 2: MT counties shown with graphs.

redist.enumpart, in the R package redist [6], there are about 11.2 billion ways to redistrict
Montana into two districts along the 57 county lines (including the Pondera split) using
MT 141. Using MT 122 there are 495,691,401 redistricting solutions. These results are
summarized in Table 1.

Though it took only seconds to compute the number of solutions in both the full and
the restricted graph, it took almost a full day to record the roughly 500 million redistricting
plans from the restricted graph. Though technically feasible, it was impractical to record
the full set of solutions from MT 141. Since the edges removed were so short, we are
confident that we did not eliminate redistricting solutions which would have been considered
reasonable by the commission and thus they are a functionally complete set of solutions with
which to compare the adopted map. Our solutions do not, however, include the possibility
of a different county being split or, more generally, maps drawn not with respect to county
lines.

3 Population Criterion

Another criteria that the DAC considers is the population of each district:

Redistricting Criteria 3.1 Districts must be as equal in population as is practicable (Ar-
ticle 1, Section 2, U.S. Constitution).

Given a geographic region with population p which is to be split into n districts we
call p̄ = p/n the ideal population of each district. If district i has population pi, the
population deviation of district i is defined as di = |1 − pi/p̄| = |p̄ − pi|/p̄. Population
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deviation measures how far a district’s population is from ideal. In general one could
study max(di) or max(pi−pj)/p̄ for the maximum population deviation among all districts.
However, when n = 2, as in Montana’s congressional districts, p = p1+ p2 gives 1− p1/p̄ =
−(1 − p2/p̄), so that d1 = d2. That is, the population deviation of the two districts are
equal and we can talk about the population deviation of a redistricting plan.

In the 2020 Census, the state of Montana had 1,084,225 people. The ideal district
population is therefore p̄ = 1

2p = 542, 112.5. A population deviation restriction of 1% or
0.01 is a max difference of 5,421.125 people from ideal. That is, if pi is the population of
district i, then pi must satisfy 536, 691 < pi < 547, 533.

As per the criteria, the redistricting plans are filtered to contain only those those which
have small population deviation. The number of redistricting solutions under different
population deviation restrictions are listed in Table 2.

Figure 3: Histogram of population deviations
of the 98,350,198 possible plans from MT 122
with pop dev < 10%.

Pop Dev
Restriction

# Redist
Solutions

None 495,691,401

< 0.1 98,350,198

< 0.03 30,011,928

< 0.01 10,015,984

Table 2: Number of redistricting solutions
from MT 122 graph with various population de-
viation restrictions.

To get an idea of what the distribution of population deviations looks like among the
495,691,401 possible redistricting plans, Figure 3 shows the distribution of population devi-
ations for all plans with population deviation < 0.1. Notice the nearly uniform distribution
of the population deviations within 0.1.

The adopted districts have populations that differ by 1 person. This gives a population
deviation of 9.2 × 10−7 (at least in theory according to the census data)! In practice,
the final lines splitting Pondera were drawn to achieve this maximum population balance
between the two districts. It is unreasonable to only compare plans within this extremely
tight population restriction. In our analysis in the following section we will work with the
less restrictive population deviation restriction of 0.03. As shown in Table 2 this leaves
30,011,928 possible redistricting plans to analyze.
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4 District Compactness

In a likely effort to try to avoid gerrymandering and to improve the practical aspects of
representing a district, the DAC includes the following common criteria

Redistricting Criteria 4.1 Each district shall consist of compact territory. (Article 5,
Section 14 of the Montana Constitution). The Commission shall consider the district’s
functional compactness in terms of travel and transportation, communication, and geogra-
phy.

The DAC guidelines use the word “compact” without a precise mathematical or geograph-
ical definition. The commission may have intended to adhere to the “I’ll know compact
when I see it” ([5]) method of determining compactness. However, Title 5, Chapter 1, Part
1 of the Montana Constitution states:

The districts must be compact, meaning that the compactness of a district is
greatest when the length of the district and the width of a district are equal.
A district may not have an average length greater than three times the average
width unless necessary to comply with the Voting Rights Act.

It is not clear what the “average length” of a district is. For example, is negative space
included when calculating the average height? What is the average width of a rainbow or an
X shape? Or a straight line at a 45◦ angle? Are width and length restricted to north-south
and east-west measurements, or can one consider the longest distance between two points
in the district as defining one of the axes on which to measure? The average length/width
definition is not standard. We could find no other states that use this measure and very
few states giving such a rigid definition of compactness. Iowa is a notable exception giving
a very precise definition of compact. These reasons might be why the DAC did not include
this particular criteria in the 2020 session.

There are several common ways to measure compactness of a district (see e.g., [1], [3]).
The one we use first as a filter on the redistricting solutions is the “Edges Removed” (ER)
measure. The ER score counts the number of edges removed in the graph to separate the
two districts. It is also referred to as the length of the edge cut. In theory, the fewer the
number of edges removed, the more compact, or natural looking, the district is.

A search of the roughly 98 million redistricting solutions with population deviation
< 0.1 finds a minimum ER score of 8. There are two such plans, one is shown in Figure
4a. The maximum ER score among these plans is 64 and there are 32 such plans. The
one with smallest population deviation (0.0004) is shown in Figure 4b. For comparison,
the adopted congressional plan has an Edges Removed measure of 11 as can be seen in
Figure 4c. The histogram of ER scores of all < 0.1 population deviation plans can be seen
in Figure 5a.

Our analysis in the following sections restricts to those plans with population deviation
< .03. We will also restrict the ER score of the plans to those with ER < 22. Table 3 gives
the number of plans with population deviation < .03 and various ER restrictions.
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(a) Redistricting solution with
minimal ER score of 8 and pop-
ulation deviation of 0.027.

(b) Redistricting solution with
maximum ER score of 64 and
population deviation of 0.0004

(c) Adopted Congressional Dis-
tricts (November 2021) with ER
score of 11.

Figure 4: Maps with varying ER scores within the ensemble of enumerated plans.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Histograms of ER, LW and PbP score for the 98 million plans with population deviation
less than 0.1. The adopted map has ER = 11, LW = 0.64 and min PbP = 0.21.

Although the Montana Constitution’s definition of length-width compactness is unclear
(and therefore unusable), there is a length-width measure of compactness called “Length-
Width” (LW) in the R package redist. This measure computes the ratio length/width of
the north-south and east-west oriented bounding box containing the district. Length is
assumed to be less than or equal to width so that the measure takes a score between 0
and 1. The smaller the score, the less compact the district by this measure. This is the
compactness measure Iowa uses in their Redistricting Standard 4a. Since there are two
districts, each redistricting solution has two LW scores, one for each district. We will call
the smaller of these two numbers the LW score of the redistricting solution. Figure 5b
contains the histogram of all LW measurements for redistricting solutions with popula-
tion deviation < 0.1. The red line is at 0.644 which is the LW measure of the adopted
congressional districts.

The final compactness measure that we mention here is the often used Polsby-Popper
(PbP) score. Given a geographical region R, the Polsby-Popper score of R is PbP(R) =
4πA(R)/P (R)2 where A(R) is the area of the region R and P (R) is the perimeter of R.
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Figure 6: ER and Polsby-Popper scores of the 17,083 Enumerated Plans filtered for population
deviation < 0.03 and ER score < 22.

Notice that 0 ≤ PbP(R) ≤ 1 for all regions R and under this measure a circle has PbP
score of 1. Regions with smaller scores are less compact by this measure. The two districts
in the adopted Montana congressional map have PbP scores of 0.21 and 0.53. We consider
both the minimum PbP score across the two districts and the mean PbP score. The min
PbP scores among all plans with population deviation < 0.03 and ER score < 22 are
shown in Figure 6. As you can see, the adopted map scores better (smaller) on the ER
distribution of plans than it does on the distribution of min Polsby-Popper scores, but by
both considered measures is a very compact map. The relationship between min PbP score
and ER score is illustrated by scatter plot in Figure 7. The figure shows that plans with a
fixed ER score can have a wide range of PbP scores and vice versa.

Figure 7: Min PbP vs. ER score on the 17,083
enumerated plans. The adopted map is in red.

ER Restriction # Redist
Solutions

None 30,011,928

< 22 17,083

< 17 1,206

< 12 28

Table 3: Number of redistricting solutions
from MT 122 graph with population deviation
< 0.03 and filtered by Edges Removed (ER)
score. The adopted plan has an ER score 11.

Since there are only 17,083 maps drawn along county lines with population deviation
< 0.03 and with ER score < 22, it is easy to enumerate them and compare the adopted
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map’s political outcomes to those in the enumerated ensemble of maps. This is done in
the next section.

5 Political leanings of Redistricting solutions

Throughout this section we will compare the political outcomes of the adopted map with
the political outcomes of all 17,083 possible ways to draw the congressional districts with
reasonable compactness (ER less than 22) and population deviation (less than .03). Politi-
cal outcomes are calculated assuming that the votes cast are identical to those of a previous
state-wide race between 2016 and 2020 in both the location the vote occurred and whether
the voter voted for the Democratic or Republican Party. We used the python package
MAUP to proportionally allocate the votes to the correct district using 2020 census popula-
tion counts. There are 10 state-wide races in our analysis. These are the same 10 state-wide
races the DAC chose as applicable to political calculations in redrawing the state legislature

Figure 8: Percent of voters who voted
Democratic (left) and Democratic or In-
dependent (right) in the 2022 Congres-
sional election.

in 2022-2023. We also include the 2022 Montana
congressional election which occurred after the con-
gressional map was adopted. Since the 2022 congres-
sional election was not a statewide race (in fact the
Independent candidate received 22% of the vote in
the Eastern District) the reader should be cognizant
of this difference.

Table 5 shows the proportion of voters in the
adopted eastern and western districts who voted for
the Democratic Party candidate out of those who
voted for either the Democratic or Republican Party candidate from each of these 10 elec-
tions. In addition, the figure includes the 2022 Congressional election and a composite
election called ‘16-20Comp’. The composite election data was taken from Dave’s Redis-
tricting App where the composite vote formulation can be found. From the elections prior
to 2022 one can see that the eastern district was very likely to vote for the Republican
Party candidate while the western district was more likely to be competitive. This held
true for the 2022 Congressional elections in which the Eastern district had 26.3% of vot-
ers vote for the Democratic candidate and the Western district had 48.4% vote for the
Democratic candidate (again - considering only the republican and democratic candidates,
thus ignoring all Libertarian and Independent Party votes). However, it should be noted
that in the eastern district an additional 21.9% of voters voted for the Independent Party
candidate. If you combine the Independent Party voters with the Democratic Party voters
(a big assumption), then the percentage of voters who voted Democratic or Independent
is 42.6% (see Figure 8). We will refer to the combined Democratic and Independent vote
as the “Augmented 2022 Congressional” election (see e.g., Figure 9).

In Figure 9 a scatter plot is used to compare the proportion of voters voting for the
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Figure 9: Heat map of (x, y) where x and y are the proportion of voters who voted democratic in
each of the two districts ordered so that x ≤ y. These are calculated over all 17,083 redistricting
solutions with ER < 22 and population deviation < 0.03.

Democratic Party in the adopted congressional map with the 17,083 other possible maps
with ER score < 22 and population deviation < 0.03 discussed in section 4. In each
of the four elections shown we assume that the voters who voted for the Democratic or
Republican Party candidate vote the exact same way and vary the district lines among the
17,083 possibilities. The adopted map is seen to be an outlier in the scatter plot in that
the proportion of voters voting democratic in the district with the smaller proportion (the
horizontal axis) is less than most of the possible redistricting plans. Meanwhile, consider
the proportion of voters voting democratic in the district with a larger proportion of voters
voting democratic (the vertical axis). The adopted plan has a larger proportion than most
of the other possible redistricting plans.

Another way to look at this data is by box plot which can be found in Figure 10
for the 2022 Congressional election and the compilation election. The Adopted map is
shown as the longer light red line and also presents as an outlier among the set of possible
redistricting maps. Graphs for all 12 elections can be found in Figure 15 where the light
red line occurs outside of the middle half of the distribution in each election.

The last way we will look at how the adopted map compares to the set of all redistricting
solutions politically is to look at the number of Democratic candidates elected. This can
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Figure 10: Box plot of the smaller (Dist 1) and larger (Dist 2) proportion Democratic for each of
the 17,083 redistricting solutions with ER < 22 and population deviation < 0.03.

be found in Figure 16 for all 12 elections and in Figure 11 for the 2022 election and the
compilation election. In these figures the adopted map is indicated by the red vertical lines.
In all but the 2018 Senator race, of the 12 elections considered the red line correlates with
the majority of the redistricting solutions, showing that the adopted map is not an outlier
when considering the number of democrats elected.

Figure 11: Of the 17,083 possible redistricting maps 1,970 of them elect one Democratic candidate
if you combine the Democratic and Independent Party votes in the eastern district.

Notably, using the voter data from the 2022 Congressional Election, none of the 17,083
possible redistricting maps elect a democrat. However, as can be seen in the middle figure
of Figure 11, combining the Democratic and Independent Party votes shows that there
are ways (in fact 1,970 of the 17,083 possible redistricting maps) to draw the maps so
that one democrat would have been elected under the (Dem+Indep) assumption. This
is assuming that each voter votes exactly as in the 2022 Congressional election for the
fictitious Democratic and Republican candidates. In Figures 11 and 16 the green dashed
lines are at twice the statewide proportion of voters who voted democratic. This is the
expected number of democrats who should be elected for statewide proportionality. Of
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course it is impossible to elect a non-integer number of democrats, so this can only be used
as a measure of how far from proportionality the number of democrats elected is. In both
the 2016 Governor and 2018 Senate elections, proportionality is nearly reached and around
half of all possible maps elect two democratic candidates.

6 Comparison of Sampling Methods

Montana’s congressional districts provide a rare situation in which all possible redistricting
maps that follow county lines can be enumerated. This is atypical as in other states or for
other types of elections, there are too many districts for enumeration to be practical. To
better understand these innumerable spaces, redistricting specific sampling and analysis
algorithms have been developed. Two of these are the R package redist, which uses SMC
sampling techniques developed in [8], and the Python package GerryChain which uses
MCMC algorithms developed in [2]. In this section we use these two packages to sample
from the set of all possible redistricting plans. Then, we compare the sampled plans to the
enumerated plans to see how the sampling techniques align with the true distribution of
population deviation, compactness and political outcomes.

Ensemble
(Fig)

Package
Number
(Unique)

Description

0
Redist
(enumpart)

17,083
(17,083)

hard constraints = ER < 22 & pop dev< .03

1(17)
Redist
(SMC)

5,325
(776)

hard constraints = ER < 22 & pop dev< .03

2(18)
GerryChain
(ReCom)

100,000
(5,222)

hard constraints = ER < 22 & pop dev< .03
edge accept = always accept
One starting seed (adopted map)

3(19)
GerryChain
(ReCom)

100,000
(3,045)

hard constraints = ER < 64 & pop dev< .4
edge accept = (ER < 22 & pop dev< .03 &
otherwise accept with prob .05)
One starting seed (adopted map)

4 (20)
GerryChain
(ReCom)

100,000
(5,177)

hard constraints = ER < 22 & pop dev< .03
edge accept = always accept
5 starting seeds (adopted map plus 4 ran-
domly chosen seeds from Ensemble 0)

Table 4: Ensembles 1 – 4 were created from sampling software to compare them with the set of
enumerated maps in Ensemble 0.
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To generate our samples of possible plans, known as “ensembles”, we use the same
setup as in the enumerated plans. That is, we start with 55 intact counties and the
Pondera split, giving 57 “counties” in total. Using redist we generated an ensemble of
6,000 plans (obtained from 2 independent runs) with a population deviation constraint of
< 0.03 using the SMC function. The adopted congressional map has an ER score of 11, so
we filtered this ensemble for ER scores less than 2 times the adopted plan; < 22. These
plans are called Ensemble 1 in Table 4. The SMC run resulted in 5,325 plans which should
be a sufficient sample as in [9].

Using the Python package GerryChain and its MCMC algorithm for generating en-
sembles, we tested three sets of constraints and starting seeds. These are summarized in
Table 4. We experimented with a Metropolis-Hastings acceptance function in Ensemble 3
while Ensembles 2 and 4 always accepted the proposed plan. Each of the three GerryChain
ensembles use the ReComb proposal (see [2]).

Ensembles 2, 3 and 4 each contain 100,000 plans. Ensemble 2, was generated with a
population deviation constraint of .03 and ER score < 22. Ensemble 3 had population
deviation constraint < 0.4 and ER scores < 64. The accept function was ‘always accept’
if both ER < 22 and population deviation < 0.03 and otherwise accept with probability
0.05. Ensembles 1, 2, and 3 use the adopted map as the sole starting partition. Ensemble
4 was generated with a population deviation constraint of .03 and ER scores < 22 where
the accept function was ‘always accept’. The difference in Ensemble 4 is that there are 5
starting maps consisting of the adopted map and 4 randomly generated maps which were
taken from Ensemble 0.

Since our ensembles contain repeat plans, we filter for the unique plans and list the
number of unique plans in each ensemble in Table 4. Both the full and unique ensembles
are used for comparison to the enumerated plans and the adopted congressional map in the
graphics that follow. In the next 2 subsections, our analysis will focus on Ensemble 2 since
we feel the distribution aligns the best with the enumerated plans, but detailed graphics
for each ensemble can be found in Figures 17 - 20.

6.1 Population Deviation & Compactness

Figure 12 displays the population deviation and three compactness histograms comparing
the full (gray) and unique (green) plans from Ensemble 2 and the enumerated plans (blue).
In each sub-figure the adopted congressional map is indicated by a red vertical line. The
three compactness measures shown are ER score, minimum Polsby-Popper (PbP), and
mean PbP.

The distribution of ER scores on the full Ensemble 2 is skewed further to the left (more
compact) than the true distribution (blue). This is not a surprise as the ReComb proposal
uses spanning trees to draw districts. In particular, the way the ReComb algorithm gener-
ates new plans is as follows; it combines two districts, randomly draws a spanning tree on
the combined region (a spanning tree is a connected subgraph which includes all vertices
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Figure 12: Population deviation, ER score, Polsby-Popper min, and Polsby-Popper mean from
the 17,083 enumerated plans (blue), the full 100,000 plans (gray) and the 5,222 unique plans (green)
from Ensemble 2. All plans have ER< 22 and population deviation< 0.03. The figure is reproduced
in Figure 18 in the appendix using a kernel density estimate plot instead of a histogram.

and a minimal number of edges so that the subgraph has no circular paths) and then cuts
an edge in the tree so that the two resulting districts have acceptable population devia-
tion. If there is more than one edge that has acceptable population deviation it randomly
chooses one such edge. Since Montana only has 2 districts, the algorithm draws a tree on
the full MT 122 map at each iteration of the chain.

Multiple one-cut trees can give the same partition of counties into two districts, so the
more one-cut trees that result in a given partition the higher the probability that that
partition is proposed in the algorithm. Following [2, §5], for any graph G define sp(G) to
be the number of spanning trees on G. This number is easily calculated using Kirchhoff’s
matrix-tree theorem. Let P = V1∪V2 be a partition of the graph nodes into two connected
induced sub-graphs, i.e., a proposed redistricting plan. Define sp(P ) to be the number of
trees on the full graph for which you can cut an edge and get the partition P . Namely,

sp(P ) = sp(V1) · sp(V2) · ER(P )

where ER(P ) is the edges removed score. Let E denote the enumerated set of plans in
Ensemble 0 (pop dev <.03 and ER <22) and let P ∈ E. The probability that the MCMC
ReComb algorithm with hard constraints pop dev <.03 and ER <22 will draw P and the
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probability that a plan with ER score C is drawn are respectively given by

pr(P ) =
sp(P )∑

Q∈E sp(Q)
and pr(P |P ∈ EC) =

∑
P∈EC

sp(P )∑
Q∈E sp(Q)

where EC is the subset of E containing those plans with ER score C. These probabilities
are easily computed and exhibit the relationship between ER score and the probability of
being proposed in the MCMC ReComb algorithm.

Figure 13 plots pr(P |P ∈ EC) for each ER score C occurring in E with the number
above each point the number of plans in the enumerated ensemble that has that ER score.
So, for example, there is only one plan with ER score 8 and that one plan has a proba-
bility of around 0.054 of being drawn in the MCMC Recomb proposal. This explains the
oversampling of smaller ER scores and explains the shape and location of the distribution
of the full ensemble (gray) ER scores shown in Figure 12. The unique (green) ER scores
in the figure are more representative of the true distribution. It is important to note here
that the authors of [2] clearly state that their objective is not to sample uniformly from the
distribution of plans because of the shear enormity of plans that are very non-compact and
the impossibility of wading through these to sample those that are more compact. One
possible concern is that comparing the adopted plan (red line) to the full (gray) distribution
one would conclude that the plan is not all that compact and that there are many more
compact plans. On the other hand, if one uses the enumerated (blue) or unique (green)
distribution the adopted plan appears as an outlier in terms of how compact it is. In addi-
tion, including samples with higher ER scores may be important as there is the possibility
that less compact regions allow for more state-wide proportionally representative plans or
plans that at least change the political landscape significantly. Excluding the somewhat
less compact plans may signify to the public or map drawers that there are no (or not
many) ways to draw the map resulting in a different political outcome.

Figure 13: Probability distribution for tree
drawing in MCMC ReComb proposal by ER
score. The numbers above the bullets are the
number of plans from the enumerated ensemble
that have that ER score.

Larger PbP scores indicate more com-
pact districts, so again, the full Ensemble
2 plans (gray) skew toward better com-
pactness scores than the true distribution
of enumerated plans (blue). The unique
plans (green) are again a better sample of
the enumerated distribution of PbP scores.
The other ensembles from Table 4 had sim-
ilar results. In particular, using 5 starting
seeds in Ensemble 4 does not change the
shape of the distributions from Ensemble
2 (compare Figures 18 and 20) as was ex-
pected from the results in [2] showing very
fast mixing in the ReComb algorithm and
the large number of steps in our ensembles.
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The population deviation sub-figure in Figure 12 demonstrates that the unique (green)
plans from Ensemble 2 align very well with the population deviations of the enumerated
plans (blue). The full (gray) plans from Ensemble 2, however, have unnatural oversampling
of certain population deviations. The discussion above on the MCMC ReComb proposal
makes it likely that the over sampling of plans with the lowest ER scores causes the unusual
population deviation sampling seen in the image.

The SMC algorithm for producing ensembles also relies on drawing spanning trees ([8])
so it is not a surprise that in Figure 17 compactness and population deviation behave
similarly to that of the Recomb algorithm.

6.2 Political Outcomes

In Figure 14 we recreate in blue the box plots from Figure 15 which label District 1 as the
district with smaller proportion of voters for the Democratic Party and District 2 as the
larger proportion and run over all of the enumerated plans for the three given elections.
Alongside these box plots are the corresponding box plots for the full (gray) and unique
(green) plans in Ensemble 2. On the right hand side of the figure are the corresponding
histograms of the number of democrats elected. The plots are shown for three elections:
2022 Congressional, 2022 Augmented Congressional, and 2016-2020 Compilation. The red
horizontal line denotes the adopted map and the blue dashed horizontal line is at 0.5.

The full and unique plans in Ensemble 2 look similar to the enumerated plans with
the full plans (gray) trending closer to the blue box plot this time. Comparing the blue
boxes to the green boxes shows the effect of limiting plans to those with lower ER scores.
Though it is slight, in the 16-20 Comp sub-figure of Figure 14 it seems that sampling from
more compact districts (green boxes) seems to widen the spread between the proportion
Democratic in the two districts and the adopted plan is closer to the IQR. In terms of the
number of democrats elected the unique plans are closer to the enumerated plans.

In Figure 19 the same graphs are given for Ensemble 3. In Ensemble 3 the MCMC
algorithm was set to accept with probability 0.05 plans with ER>21 or population deviation
>.03. You can see these non-conforming plans in the population deviation sub-figure.
Accepting these plans changed the box plots, incorrectly suggesting, for example, that
there are plans that elect democrats given the voting patterns of the 2022 congressional
election. They also put the adopted congressional map in the IQR in District 1 for the
2022 Augmented Congressional election and the 16-20 Comp election when it is outside of
IQR for the true (blue) distribution.

7 Discussion

The enumeration of all possible redistricting plans along county lines can be used for
the analysis of Montana’s adopted congressional map and for the comparison of popular
sampling methods. Montana’s adopted congressional map is more compact than most of
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Figure 14: Comparison of the box plots of Democratic Party proportion and histograms of demo-
cratic party wins from 17,083 enumerated plans, full 100,000 MCMC plans and unique 5,222 MCMC
plans of Ensemble 2. All plans have ER < 22 and population deviation < 0.03.

the enumerated maps in both its ER score and its PbP score (Figs. 5 and 6). Although
by each compactness score considered here the adopted map is an outlier, the DAC values
compactness for practical and aesthetic reasons and is unlikely to contemplate compactness
in comparison with other plans. For political outcomes the analysis on the adopted map
is more mixed. On one hand the map seems to be an outlier when considering proportion
Democratic for each district (Figs.9 and 10). On the other hand it is not an outlier in
terms of the number of Democrats elected (Fig. 11).

The SMC and MCMC sampling techniques that we tested gave compactness results that
were not consistent with the enumerated plans (Figs.17,18,19,20) as was to be expected
from [2]. The full SMC and MCMC ensembles had higher densities of restricting plans
that were more compact. Having reasonably compact districts is a goal of the commission
so this particular result would not change whether or not the adopted map was acceptable,
however it would change the perception of how the map fits in with the space of all possible
maps. In particular, the adopted map would not appear unusually compact if compared
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only to these ensembles. The unique plans’ (green) compactness scores aligned better with
enumerated plans’ compactness scores.

The political outcomes of the SMC and MCMC ensembles appear to align more closely
with the enumerated maps. For Ensembles 2 and 4 (MCMC), the Democratic party pro-
portions for the 16-20 Compilation election have the adopted map inside the IQR but
outside the IQR for the enumerated maps. This can been seen in a more extreme way for
Ensemble 3, which was generated using a Metropolis-Hastings accept function (Fig.19).

Ultimately, the sampling techniques give slightly different results than the enumerated
plans, however, as stated previously, enumerating all possible plans is unrealistic in most
redistricting situations. When using the sampling tools, it is important to understand the
distribution of compactness scores from which the samples are taken and the potential
differences from the true distribution.
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Election
Western
District

Eastern
District Election

Western
District

Eastern
District

2022Cong 0.484 0.263 2020Sen 0.494 0.401

16-20Comp 0.481 0.388 2020Aud 0.466 0.361

2020SoS 0.450 0.354 2018Sen 0.554 0.480

2020Gov 0.478 0.383 2016AG 0.375 0.269

2020AG 0.458 0.367 2016Pres 0.436 0.340

2020Pres 0.465 0.362 2016Gov 0.549 0.490

Table 5: For the Western and Eastern adopted congressional districts the percent of voters who
voted for the Democratic Party candidate out of those who voted for either the Democratic or
Republican Party candidate only in each of the 10 elections used by the DAC plus the 2022 Con-
gressional election and the 16-20 Compilation. Note that in 2022, 22% of voters voted for the
Independent Party candidate in the Congressional election in the Eastern District. These results
can be found on the MT SOS page.
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County 1 County 2
Shared
Perim (km) % County 1 % County 2

0 Deer Lodge Ravalli 0.2 0.06 0.03

1 Custer Garfield 2.3 0.34 0.24

2 Glacier EPondera 5.4 0.78 1.12

3 Meagher Sweet Grass 5.8 0.90 1.10

4 Rosebud Yellowstone 7.1 0.70 1.05

5 Liberty EPondera 14.6 3.32 3.03

6 Golden Valley Yellowstone 16.1 3.81 2.40

7 Flathead Missoula 18.7 1.59 2.31

8 Deer Lodge Jefferson 18.8 4.85 3.72

9 Gallatin Jefferson 22.5 2.91 4.47

10 Chouteau EPondera 24.2 3.00 5.01

11 Fallon Prairie 25.8 5.72 4.54

12 Carbon Park 26.0 4.28 3.93

13 Prairie Wibaux 29.0 5.12 7.22

14 Park Stillwater 30.4 4.59 5.23

15 Gallatin Meagher 31.0 4.00 4.77

16 Big Horn Powder River 31.1 3.31 5.76

17 Flathead Powell 36.6 3.11 5.14

18 Petroleum Rosebud 37.4 5.84 3.74

19 Fergus Wheatland 39.8 4.34 10.78

20 Fergus Musselshell 42.1 4.59 8.41

21 Chouteau Judith Basin 47.4 5.88 9.19

22 Chouteau Teton 48.0 5.95 7.70

23 Richland Wibaux 49.1 8.44 12.19

Table 6: MT counties with shared border. Ordered in increasing length of shared perimeter.
Edges corresponding to those counties above the dashed line are removed from the MT 141 graph
to form the graph MT 122.
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Figure 15: Box plot of the smaller (Dist 1) and larger (Dist 2) proportion Democratic for each of
the 17,083 redistricting solutions with ER < 22 and population deviation < 0.03.
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Figure 16: Density plot for the number of democrats elected in each of the 17,083 possible
redistricting plans with ER < 22 and population deviation < 0.03 for the 10 statewide races
considered by the DAC plus the compilation election. The green dashed line is at twice the statewide
percentage of voters who voted democratic, hence the number of democrats who would be elected
for state-wide proportional representation. Though this is not an integer, it gives an idea of how
far the adopted map and the ensemble of maps are from statewide proportionality
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Figure 17: Ensemble 1 was created with the SMC function in the R package redist algorithm
SMC. The full ensemble has 5,325 plans, 776 of which are unique. Hard constraints of ER < 22
and pop dev < 0.03. The adopted map served as the one starting partition. The top four plots are
kernel density estimate plots of the corresponding histograms for ease of viewing.
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Figure 18: Ensemble 2 was created with the GerryChain proposal ReCom. The full ensemble has
100,000 plans, 5,222 of which are unique. The hard constraints in this MCMC run were ER < 22
and pop dev < 0.03. The accept function was ‘always accept’. The adopted map served as the
one starting partition. The top four plots are kernel density estimate plots of the corresponding
histograms for ease of viewing.
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Figure 19: Ensemble 3 was created with the GerryChain proposal ReCom. The full ensemble has
100,000 plans, 3,045 of which are unique. The hard constraints in this MCMC run were ER < 64
and pop dev < 0.4. The accept function was ‘always accept’ if both ER< 22 and pop dev< 0.03
and otherwise accept with probability 0.05. The adopted map served as the one starting partition.
The top four plots are kernel density estimate plots of the corresponding histograms.
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Figure 20: Ensemble 4 was created with the GerryChain proposal ReCom. The full ensemble
has 100,000 plans, 5,177 of which are unique. The hard constraints in this MCMC run were ER
< 22 and pop dev < 0.03. The accept function was ‘always accept’. There were 5 starting maps
consisting of the adopted map plus 4 randomly generated maps (taken from Ensemble 0). The top
four plots are kernel density estimate plots of the corresponding histograms for ease of viewing.
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